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C::ampus I:Jriefs

Government jobs

film presentations and discussion
of problems in film making.
"Nobody Knows How Old is
My Grampa," and a documentary
about a festival in Guatemala, are
two of the films to be shown.

The Federal Government needs
typists and stenographers to work
with various agencies in New
Mexico arid on the Hopi and
Navajo Reservations.
Starting salaries are between
$4000 and $5000 a year, possibly
higher for those with experience
or col.lege education.
Application forms can be
obtained from the Job
Information Center in the Federal
Building downtown, or almost
any Post Office ·in New Mexico.
Applicants must take a written
test,

Young Democrats

year, the drive would like to
collect $2000.

Sopranos to sing
Beryl Whitlow and Mildred
Hicks, both 8opranos, will present
a student recital Monday evening,
April 13, at 8:15 in the Recital
Hall,
The program will include solos
by each of the students as well as
duets. The accompanist will be
Lois McLeod.
Composers represented include
Monteverdi, Scarl11tti, Schubert,
and Bizet.
The recital is open to the public
without charge.

The UNM Young Democrats
will meet March 25 in the
conference room of the Western
American Life Insurance Building,
1015 Tijeras N.W. at 7:30p.m.
The speaker will be Rudy A.
Ortiz, the OBernalillo County
chairman for the Democratic
party.
"Redwoods" film
An unannounced faculty
Piano recital
T h e S t u dents for member from UNM's political
Rita Angel, junior piano
Environmental Action will show science department will also student at UNM and staff pianist
the Sierra Club "Redwoods" film speak.
for the UNM Orchestra, will give a
tonight at 7:30 in Union room
All interested persons are recital Thursday evening, April
129,
invited to come.
16, at 8:15 in the UNM Recital
The film will be followed by a
Hall.
Campus Chest
Miss Angel's recital will open
discussion of plans for the April
22 Earth Day. The environmental
Campus Chest, the annual wgp,__ .:a~.at.ho.ven 's- --Thil'ty-two
action group is c~~~!_a~ipg -~it.h _ cam:plols-charity·-drive, witl'oe April· Variations in C minor and two
· tn-e--A-s-UNM -GSA teach-in 13·18.
Brahms compositions, Intermezzo
committee.
The drive this year will try to in B flat major (op, 76, no. 4) and
raise money to innoculate Capriccio in C sharp minor (op.
Film presentation
children against German measles, 76, no. 5),
"Films by Young Film and for therapeutic physical
Following Krenek's George
Makers," the second in the Art department at the University.·
Washington Variations, she will
Today series, will be presented
The therapeutic department has • conclude the recital with Suite
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. at the various programs for members of Bergamasque by Debussy and
First Unitarian Church, 3701 tl1e community and UNM Scherzo in B flat minor (op. 31)
Carlisle Blvd. N .E.
students.
by Chopin.
Franklin Dickey, UNM English
The Campus Chest last year
The recital is open to the public
professor, will preside over the collected less than $200. This without charge,
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YAF meeting
The Young. Americans for
Freedom (YAF) will hold an
organizational meeting Monday,
April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in room
250-C of the Union.
The meeting is designed to
provide information on what the
conservative group calls
"alternatives" to cun·ent actions
and programs of liberal and
radical groups, Cost of
membership in the group is $1.

AAUP speakers
Four gubernatorial candidates
will speak at the state conference
of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
Friday, April 3, from 2·5 p.m. in
the Union Theater.
Candidates who have agreed ttl"
speak to conference delegates are
Bernalillo County District
Attorney Alexander Sceresse,
Demo,c_r~J;. .~!'!P· Jack 1:2{1P!!lts_,
· ·o:Lea; u.s. Grant, leader of the
Ojo de Casa commune near
Placitas and former state
representative Tom Clear, an
Albuquerque Republican,

KKG officers
Diane Daniels has been elected
president of Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority.
Assisting her as first and second
vice president are Jean Ann
Jourdan and Barbara Coester.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days. with
no chanse~ the rate is reduced to Gc
Classified Advertisint:
Per word and the minimum number o£
UNJrt P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.Jif, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in fUll prior to insertion of advertisement.
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DEADLINE for Inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
LONELY? NEED A LISTENER.? Persona], marital, family problems. United
Ministries Counseling Service, 1800 SigMa Chi NE 247-2720.

Tuesdny, Mnrch 24
Roswell Independent School Dist., llosw~ll~ N. Mcx.-EJem., Sec. Math., Eng.,
Sc1., Foreign lan~ag~ & Girls P.llJ,,
Spec, Educ.

WANTED TO BUY: sMall Yamaha or
Honda. Around $150. or 300 hamburgers.
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
4/3
.
SING AND STRUM any song Instantly by
ear. Folk, roc:kt country. Money back
guarantee. $2. postpaid. Guitar Method
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430. 4/2
'
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. New
hourS-T·Th 8:30 to 5:30, W-F·S 8:30
to 6 :oo. 3/23
DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. after. Lee MMon, 268-4589. 3/24
THUNDERBIItD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work sUbMitted to the magadne
may now be picked up at rnt. 158 .Tournai•
ism Bldg,

SERVICES
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Monday, A prj] 6

Tuesday, April 7
New Mexico State Highway Dcpnrtmont

-CE

American Nntional Life Insurance ComPnny-Dusiness_, Educq.tion, English, Journalism
Peace Corps-All mnjors

Wednesday, April B
Peace Corps-All majors
Thursday, April 9
Pence Corps-All majors
Fridny, April ~0
Pence Corps-All majors
Monday, April 27
Girl Scouts of the United States of
AmerJcn-Educntion, Sociology, Psychology, Physical Education, Political Science,
BusinesS Admin., English & related areas
( Bnchclor's)
Visffi-:;-Al! majors

1967 VW. Excellent condition. Radio Leatherltc, Radial tircs, Now Drakes. '$1295
or best offer. 242-6364.
1069 VW camper. Excellent condition,
New Hart standards. 185 em. 268-7767.
4/3
FENDER STRATOCASTER:
amp~

Wednesday, May G
United States Army Recruiting, Officers
Trnjning Program-All majors
Thursday, May 7
United States Army Recruiting, Oflicers
Training Pt·ogrmn-All majors
t•·r''""v. Mny 8
United
Recruiting, Officers
Training
majors

X

FOR9
ACADEMY

c
.o

AWARDS

INCLUDING

BEST DIRECTOR

SYDNEY POLLACK

BEST ACTRESS
JANE FONDA

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR GIG YOUNG
BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS
SUSANNAH YORK

-~w=~~~~~AIIl$,1'1C.
Doors Open 7:00pm

JOURNALISM MAJORS

2 Complete Shows!

'--·-~----j-

. 7:~0 & 9:40

Probably the Ieos! covered
subjects oro at •.•

Starts Wed. 3/25

Guild Arb Theatre

3405 Central N.E.
Only $1.50

Noon til Midnite

'

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ par word if same ad runs flva or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. lost & Found

6. Employment
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4. For Rent

SENIOR-Be sure to have your elass picture ;taken for the Mirage. No chargethree P08..,, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service•. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish sonJIB,
Send $1 to RODER1'0 MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.w. ano2. 4/1o
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INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISI:MENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

MISCELLANEOUS

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589 .,
Color Avnilable

Air travel in and out of the
Albuquerque Sunport and other
terminals throughout the nation
could be seriously curtailed for an
indefinite period if Professional
Air Traffic Control Organization
(PATCO) members fail to show
for work this morning as planned.
Carl Evans, southwest regional
coordinator for PATCO, said he
expects traffic . to "come to a
screeching halt" by this
afternoon. Evans also said that
traffic throughout the nation will
"virtually stop."
Evans said there are
"approximately 220 PATCO
members" in the Albuquerque
unit out of a total force of 300.
These members will "call in sick"
at 8 a.m. tomorrow mornmg n
all goes accordingly.'' Government
employees are not permitted . to
walk off the job but. air traffic
controllers have used the sick-call
technique in previous slowdowns
without breaking the Jaw.
"The work stoppage in no way
has been planned to coincide with
the Easter holiday" said Evans
•

~RENT-A-TV
u.oo a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depoelt
Lower Monthly Rate

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY _ _ __

cost of the ROTC programs.
The report, however, recognizes that most of the
recommendations will not be achieved rapidly and therefore
calls for their adoption only as soon as they are feasible.
"The speed with which we can move toward these
recommendations depends on renegotiating contracts with
the Federal Government. These recommendations, therefore,
are set forth as goals in view of similar demands made by
other universities," the report concludes.
In other action the faculty also adopted a policy clarifying
what political actions of faculty members are permissable
within the framework of their jobs as professors.
The policy, which was written by an ad hoc committee of
the Faculty Policy Committee, specifies that all faculty
members "should be free to engage in political activities so
far as he is able to do so consistently with his obligations as a
teacher and scholar."
The policy also calls for the University to follow a liberal
policy of granting leaves for faculty members when the
political activities are of such a nature that they would
interfere with his University obligations.

...,

Air Traffic Control
threaten work halt

'

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

The faculty voted overwhelmingly yesterday to
recommend to the University administration that "ROTC
courses which receive academic credit should be taught by
civilian instructors."
In approving the recommendation the faculty accepted a
report by the Curricula Committee that also calls for
stripping ROTC instructors of their academic titles unless the
instructor also holds a "regular appointment in another
University unit."
The Curricula Committee's report on the two ROTC
programs at UNM also spelled ~:mt the_ committe~'s beli~f.~hat
it could find "no reason for d1sallowmg academ1c cred1t for
ROTC courses. It added, however, the practice of having
ROTC programs and textbook selection procedures originate
elsewhere than UNM should be discontinued. " ...It would
clearly be more in keeping with normal academic practices if
the programs originated on campus," the report says.
Also included in the recommendations are provisions that
"if a student is disenrolled for whatever reason from a ROTC
program he should not be penalized by induction," and a·
requirement that the Department of Defense bear the full

...
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ClASSIFICATfONSl
I. Personals
5. For Safe

Faculty urges ROTC reform

\.

'·
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FOX WINROCK THEATRE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

State police agent Jack E.
Johnson, pictured above, was
ejected from yesterday's faculty
meeting by UNM President Ferrel
Heady.

Agent ejected

two 12" speakers, lour inputs. 265-

THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
AU art works may now be picked up at
rnt, 205 JoumalisM Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.

Quaint!

E

Tuesday, April 28
_ Vista-All majors
Wednesday, April 29
Vista-All majors
Thursday, April 30
Vista-AU maiors
Fridny, May 1
Vista-All majors

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

FORSALE

1969 GTO, PD, PS; AC. New tires. Re·
finance, $2483. 265·3266. 3/18·24
200 USED TVs. All sty!..,, $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
1956 Chevrolet station Wagon, 2 door, V-8,
3 speed, Hurst shifter, 255-8332.

LA PLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.

M

TYPING--term pnpers, thcscs, dla•crta·
tions. Close to campus. 256·1694, 3/21>

5)

NM p©~~~® ©Jgent

American National Life Insurance Company-Business, Education, English, Jout•..
uaHE;m
:t'eace Corps-All majot·s

It, try

BE SURE to chock the Lost & Found
service in . the lobby o£ the sun for
Your lost items.

e~ects

The University faculty yesterday (ljectPd a state polic·e
agent and a former student from their lm'Pting hut. lW,!,
until after the two had already sat in on iwady all of tlw
two hour meeting.
Evicted from the meeting w<'rP state policeman ,Juek
,Johnson and former student Mannie.' Wri~{ht. Both r;:1id
they wm·e at the mPeting only to ''obsPrV<'" how Lhe
faculty 1uns its meetings.
The move to evict the two came only after the· faculty
had completed virtually all of its scheduled ·business. The
actual order for the two to leave was issued by President
Ferrel Heady.
The faculty has a standing rule that no one except
faculty members, a 15-member student delegat~on, and
other "authorized" observers can attend the meetmgs. The
other observers are generally limited to members of the
commercial press or dignitaries who are visiting the
University.
Johnson told the faculty members before he was evict~d
that he was attending because he had "four sons who w1ll
soon be graduating from high school" ~d that he w~~ted
to see what UNM was like. He later sa1d he had vlSlted
most of the other state supported uniyersities and that he
hoped "my three (sic) sons who will be graduating from
Del Norte this June will go to Eastern."
Wright was refused any chance to explain to the faculty
why he was attending.
Johnson said he had expected to be challenged at the
beginning of the meeting "but when I wasn't I just didn't
think there was anything wrong with my attending."
Earlier he had said he saw several non-faculty members at
the meeting and if they were there he could see no reason
why he shouldn't be allowed to attend.
Pointing out Wright and students David Rigsby and Sam
Taggard, Johnson told the faculty that he knew the three
were not faculty members. He said he knew the three from
his official contacts with them and because they wcl!e
generally together.
Taggard, who is a member of the Student Senate,
however said he had never seen Johnson before the
~-llliiet:tn:g' and that-·he "never hung out with Wright or
Rigsby. Johnson's charge that he knows me (through
official contacts) is a complete lie."

........ g.-INATED

any longer. It's a prisoner of
fear and oppression. Greece is
afraid of the light and it's
rulers would have us all live in
the shadows. Music gives light
and so they won't allow us
aboard their ships. They hope
to blot out the Sound of
American music.
"And the government of
Bermuda, with all of it's
outward peace and tranquility,
is a collaborator. Like the
fascist regime in Athens,
Bermuda is afraid. They won't
let us come there with our
music.
"There isn't much difference
between the philosophy of Col.
Laddas of Greece and the
Governor of Bermuda."

LOST&FOUND

LOSE SOMETHING? 'fo find
Lobo Classified Ads.

U facuHy

E
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on-:b-Oard rock fest
persons to participate in the
sea going "festival of life"
during spring college vacation,
According to Stephen
Nicholas, one of the planners
and guitarist for the jazz-rock
group "Love, Cry, Want,"
"We're now hoping to be able
to put together a festival this
summer." Playboy Magazine is
talking with the promoters
about offering a ship for the
festival.
But Nicholas and the other
young promoters are "saddened,
and we're troubled too," about
the spring cancellation, he said,
In
announcing the
cancellation, Nicholas said:
"The very people who centuries
ago gave us a new brand of
freedom-freedom of the mind
and of the heart-have gone
and taken it away from their
own people. And now they
threaten us with extinction,
T~e spirit of Greece isn't free

N

Recruiters representing the fQllowing
companies or agencies wUI visit the Center
to interview cnndiclntes fo1• positlons:

1p ~ne c;=anc:~1s.

WASHINGTON (CPS)-The
rock festival on an ocean liner
originally planned to leave from
New York this month has been
canceled by the steam ship line
and the government of
Bermuda.
The Greek Line, which was
renting the Queen Anna Maria
for the cruise, canceled because
it decided it wanted nothing to
do with rock music or its
culture. In Greece, rock music
is banned, as are many other
symbols of a free culture and
politics.
The government of Bermuda
feared an invasion of long-hairs
from the United States.
Bermuda was to be the
destination of the cruise.
So, after 100 tickets ranging
in price from $210 to $350
had been sold, the promoters
found themselves without a
ship and without a destination.
They had expected 1000

1)
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although he expected the
slow-down would h11ve a crippling
effect on holiday travel.
Don Latimer, acting chief of
the Albuquerque air traffic
control center, when asked about
the possibility of a strike, said he
felt "something was definitely
afoot'' but would not confirm the
inevitability of a walk-out. He
explained that even if there were a
walk-out it would have to involve
personnel in specific areas for it to
be effective. "10 people off the
job in one specific area could
make a ...valk-out effective," said
Latimer, "but then again if the
walk-out was spread over a
number of areas service wouldn't
be seriously impaired."
Evans said that walk-outs in
other cities (Chicago, for
example) would halt traffic here
even if there was no walk-out in
Albuquerque.
The PATCO coordinator said
"wages were definitely not a
factor in the decision. Safety is
our primary consideration,'~ he
said.
:

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Bubbles of joy

The fountain on the mall is
once again spewing forth its
bubbles of joy as it heralds a new
spring arid bids farewell to winter.

•
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"MEXICO
WAYNE CIDDIO

GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 108

Wednesday, March 25, 1970
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The New Mexico lobo b published
daily every regular week of the Univer•
sity ·.year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Stud&nfl of
the University of New ~l<ico, and io not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cioso postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate io $7
for the academic year.
The opinions e1<preosed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo ar& those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represent• the views
of the Associated Studenll or of the Uni·
versify of New Me11ico,

The Birchers' basic plea has been that
when sex education is placed in the hands of
the state, we are fostering a Communist
attempt t6 subvert and devalue the family as

To The Editor:
Return Credit Cards
To the Editor:
Recently the question of
po 1l utio n and destruction of
man's planet by large industrial
companies in the name of profit
has been attacked by many
responsible people. In line with
this, April 22 has been proclaimed
"Ea;·th Day". I would like to
sugrr;t now to all faculty and
studr,,Jts that UNM declare its
oppcdtion to pollutio11 and back
thai, dedaration up with come
action.
For action, I would like to
point out that the Standard Oil

A young man knocks on your door at 3 p.m. ~.nd asks if he
could have a. word with you. He is wearing among other
things an army helmet, a fraternity pin, and a string of beads,
"Hi, I am a recently returned Vietnam veteran and I am
trying to readjust to civilian life, may I come and rap
awhile?"
"El"-, ah, yes."
"I've been back three weeks and I am going back to school
next semester as a junior. My wife and family are still in
Appalachia, they plan to hitchhike out as soon as they pay
off the doctor bills for my youngest son's ear transplant.
Meanwhile I am applying for scholarships through the
disabled veteran's agency,"
"Are you really disabled?"
"Yes, you see I have two wooden legs and a steel plate
inside my right forearm. I'm not expected to live more than
18 months.
"How will these things affect your longevity?"
"Well, I was a track star at Belen High and I'm sure I'll be
tempted to get back into athletics. I'm to report to the Lobo
football team also.
"It's getting late, I've got to be getting on to my biology
class, see ya around man."
"But wait, I haven't got anywhere to go and I still feel
insecure just wandering around campus-could we talk a little
longer?"
"Okay, I'm kind of sick of watching that zippered banana
anyways."
"If I get an apartment by Thursday I'll be able to settle
down and mend some of my clothes for the weekend. I'm
planning to take a couple of orphan kids to the zoo. Little
devils are just as in need of friends as I am."
"How about talking to the landlord. Maybe he could give
you a place in exchange for some work chores around the
properties on the weekends. Wanna try?"
"It won't work, if I don't get $75 by next weekend I have
to go back to the army and re-enlist. School will be all off
and so will my family's moving."
"Gee fella, wish I could help you-."
"Gosh, that's great. I have some magazines here and if I
can sell another 43 subscriptions by tomorrow noon, I get
the scholarship, the money, a trip to Bangor, Maine, and free
eggs for the kids for seven years."
"Sorry buddy, I've got to see a man about a banana."

LONDON TIMES, Aug 7' 1 9 6 7
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Flicl~ soundtracl~,
~Troubled

Lettclrs are weleome, and ohould
be no longer than 250 words tnl!!written, double apaeed. Name, telephone number and address must be
lneluded, although name wiD be
withheld upon requ.. t.
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the primary and most stable institution of
American life.
In their absurd and simplistic plea, the
Birchers gain public attention and support
without ever having to discuss the
advantages of a well-planned and mature
program of sex education.
No attention is ever given to the fact that
most parents are uneasy when forced to
discuss sex with then· children in a frank and
informative manner without embarrassment
or guilt feelings.
Most children are raised believing that sex
is dirty, that their genitals are myste1ious
and evil objects, and even, unbelievably, that
to thh1k or discuss sex is a sign of emotional
disorder.
The failure of sex education in the home
is apparent in America's high rate of children
out of wedlock, venereal disease, and
sex-related crime. The sickness and
perversion of American society is in many
ways attributable to a Victorian attitude
toward honest and informative discussion of
sex as a natural and important part of life.
Sex education is without question a
necessity and parents must realize that
hysterical campaigns to stop implementation
of such programs in the public schools are
without sound basis and are only attempts
by Birch-type groups to keep themselves
alive and before the public.
These groups have precious few issues on
which to thrive, so they must be vocal and
conspicuous on the issues on which they
have already established themselves.
Information should be the best defense
against hysteria, but the battle over sex
education in the public schools will
nevertheless be long and ugly.

'Your Mail!'

Page 3

(~·~~~()Jtl~l)

Sex and the public schools

f~mily.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
..... -.-..

Editorial
""'~The State Board of Education will next
week confront the most controversial issue it
has ever faced when it considers creation of
sex education programs for New Mexico's
public schools.
A Department of Education poll has
revealed that a majority of school-affiliated
people favor "some type of sex education"
in the public schools, but opponents,
reported to be only 8.1 percent of those
replying to the poll, will undoubtedly be
~\
.vocal in their opposition.
State Superintendent of Schoo1 Leonard
DeLayo reports that his mail is running
heavily against sex education, but adds that
most of the opposition correspondence is
from non-school people.
•-: DeLayo surely recognizes, however, that
the decision on sex education will ultimately
be made by these "non-school" people.
Proposals for including sex education in
public school curricula have consistently met
stiff opposition across the country.
Sex education is a pet issue among
righ-wing extremists groups-most notably
the John Birch Society. The Birchers, you
will recall, are the same people who flooded
local newspapers around Halloween time last
year with letters warning that UNICEF, a
United Nations sponsored cl;\~loren's charity
outfit, was part of the Communist peril.
The Birch Society finds widespread appeal
in the sex education issue because it
constitutes a state intervention into an area
long-considered within the domain of the
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Argent,
Water' all good

By BILL SIEVERT
(CPS)-The long · awaited
Simon and Garfunkel follow-up
album to "Bookends" has arrived,
an~ the;e's. ~eally no need . to
reVJew 1t. W1th an astoundmg
half·million or more ~.dv~nce
orders for the album, Bndge
Over Troubled Water"
(Columbia), the duet has achieved
instant gold record status a.nd the
top of ~he record charts agam.
Musically, much of the album
mi~imizes the solo efrorts of the
art1sts and leans heav1ly on their
harmony. Socially, the comment
on the album is far lighter than on
"Bookends." In the latest work,
Simon and G.arfunl<el sing of such
a ~eavy subject as Frank Lloyd
Wr1g~t and_ t~ke u~ back to the
fun·f1lled f1ftws With the Everly
Brothers' "Bye Bye Love," rather
than telling how. "":~'ve all come
to look for Amenca.
But still the melancholy in their
music stands out as strongly as
ever. From the "Sounds of
Silence," "Old Friends'' and
"Sitting in a railway station" with
"a ticket for my destination
home" S & G have now come to
tell us "Like a bridge over
troubled water," . they will take
care, of. us. It's fine ~usic when
you re m the mood or 1t, and the
more you hear it the more you're
in the mood for it.

Company of Texas has recently ecology return their credit cards
b I atantly, and illegally, caused and write an explanatory note to
wanton destruction of natural the local sales office at 3200
resources along the Louisiana Gulf Broadway S.E., Albuquerque.
Coa.st. If this company thinks its P.S. We've sent our card back.
***
It is normally difficult to
profits can't spare $800 for a well
Matthew and Connie Walsh
evaluate a movie sound track
check·valve, then we should make
before seeing the film, but the
it our r~sponsibility that we all
Keep Johnsort Busy
sound track from the "Magic
return our credit cards to the
Christian" (Commonwealth
company. If enough sincerely To the Editor:
United
Records) deserves some
concerned people take this sort of
I would suggest that the
action, the resulting financial University administration make advance attention.
The movie, starring Ringo Starr
pinch might cause at least this one State Police Agent Jack E.
• company to take better note of Johnson, the star of yesterday's and Peter Sellers, is supposedly a
the consumer's interests in the faculty meeting, an honorary mad·cap anti-war thing (though
reviews have not bef.!n
future.
student, He spends more time on overwhelming), and it features
I would suggest that all campus than most of us.
several rock numbers, one written
Albuquerque people interested in
Ted Smith by Paul McCattney. McCartney's

song is called "Come and Get It"
and is reminiscent of "Can't Buy
Me Love" or other early Beatles
material. The number is sung by
Badfinger, a group with its own
album (including the soundtrack
songs) on the Beatles' Apple label,
As a matter of fact the lead singer'
sounds a lot like'McCartney in
places.
On the soundtrack Badfinger
does two cuts of its own creation
in addition to the McCartney
number, and they're very good.
Badfinger's vocal blend is
similar to that of the Beatles on
both "Carry on to Tomorrow"
and "Rock of All Ages "
To conclude the' L.P. and
presumably the flick, Thunderclap
Newman ~oes his moderatcly
successful smgle "Something in
the Air" which (with "We Can Be
Together". by 'rhe Airplane) is one
of the stmplest, most straight
forward contemporary revolution
ballads on record.
Interspersed withe the rock
numbers is the score music and
some Sellers comedy bits. But the
McCartney • Bad f i n.g er .
Thunderclap Newman team makes
the album worthwhile all by itself
And if you'd like to bypass th~
scor.e music, you might try
Badfmg'er's own album "Magic
Christian Music "
'
·
Six months before ''Time of
the Season" became one of the
biggest hits of 1969, the Zombies
broke up, Which explains both
why nothing more has been heard
from the Zombies in the past year
aud why a new group called
Argent sounds r.o strikingly like
the Zombies.
Argent is the Zombies recreated
by Rod Argent, formm· Zombie
lead singer and pianist, and Chris
White, another former Zombie
who produces aitd writes for
Argent but no longer performs.

JOIN A ROUND EARTH SOCIETY
HE FLAT EARTH SOCIETY is bigger than you think. Almost everyone belongs, because, as Euclid noted. a plane is infinite. Consider
the advantages:

!\
I

I

I
•

Infinite air supply, capable of absorbing any amount of nitrogen and
su1 phur oxides, hydrocarbon residues, etc., with no ill effects.

•

Rivers without end, sufficient to carry any amount of sewage and
industrial waste to an infinite ocean, too large ever to be polluted.

SUPPORT THE TEACH-IN
Throughout this spring, and especially on April 22, Round Earthers on hundreds of campuses will join in a
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN to explore nature's law of limits. This can be a historic breakthrough in understanding all that is needed to have a whole and healthy earth.
The Sierra Club, a young, 77-year old Round Earth Society, hopes you will participate- that everyone on
your campus will seize this opportunity to learn ways to protect the environment.
To help you, the Sierra Club has prepared an environmental activist's handbook - ECOTACTICS. It will
arm you to take the initiative to combat Flat Earth thinking: to fmd out how to keep your life-support system
intact. ECOTACTICS will soon be available at your local bookstore.
u

•

•

Unlimited forests and grasslands capable
ploitation ..

oi enduring unlimited ex-

An infinite frontier, always someplace new to go and leave behind
noise, garbage, chemical and radioactive poisons, famine, war; an
earth which can support art unlimited population.

The Flat Earth Sot;iety has much to offer, if you just accept its social illusions
and reject the "optical illusion" above. It has strong institutional support: steel
companies (strip mining, air pollution), oil companies (offshore drilling, air
and water pollution), aircraft companies (the SST, noise and air pollution),
some organized religions (anti-birth control), automobile, lumber, real estate
interests, etc., etc.
Conservationists arc the spoil-sports. They see limits everywhere, They· are:
paranoid (distrust technological tampering with the environment), socialistic
(reject the right of private owners to plunder the earth), hippy (take to woods
to escape "progress") and fan~ tic (wage militant fights against the destruction
of the earth's ecology).

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION IS SOMETHING YOU DO.
You can: Read ECOTACTJCS. Help your campus conservation group (if there is one; if not, form one.)
Make April 22 the launch date for an ecologically sound future. Contact environmenlal scientists and other
concerned members of your faculty to develop informed and effective ecotactics. Find out what is planned for
April 22 on neighboring campuses and offer to help them. Enlist their help.
Many Round Earth Societies
have long been carrying on the
fight against degradation of the
environment. Alone they cannot shatter the illusions of Flat
Earthlings. They need the energies of tbc New Generation
which, with luck, will inherit
the spaceship earth. So join and
support one of the Round Earth
groups. Or two of them. Or
more.

I

Campus Representative
SIERRA CLUB, 1050 MILLS TOWER
San Francisco, Calif. 94104
Name
Addrcso
City
Please send

!':tate

7jp

Information on the Teach-In
Information on the Sierra Club
A list of Round Earth Societies
P.S. If you cannot lind Ecotartics at your local bookstore, we will be glad to
send you a copy.
0 Please send me Ecotactics and hill me for the price ($1.25).
0
0
0

'
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Trained bears are hard to dump

LOBO
Youth must have more than a
''token input" into city
government said the three
candidates for City Commission
from the Albuquerque Citizens
Committee (ACC) in a Lobo
interview last night.
Louis Saavedra (jncuml;>ent),
Henry Lewis, and LE'Jo Jercinovic
discussed general aspects of the
ACC platform including youth's
involvement in city government,
rehabilitation of drug and
narcotics addicts, and pollution.

OKIE'S

-

"We must insist that citizens
under 25 be forced into
membership on the 13 standing
c o m mitt e e s of the c i t y
go v e r n m en t, if not by
appointment, then by statute,"
said Jercinovic.
"Youth is a group that has been
vo.iceless in the past. Now they
demand more than tokenism,"
said Saavedra, principal of the
A I b u que r que Technical Vocational Institute.
"Although we have a youth
advisory board, youth has no
input into the other city
committees, Young people today
realize that politics affects them
in many ways," Saavedra said.
"We are throwing away the
talents of our youth. We should
be training young people to
understand the problems we deal
with every day," Lewis said.
He said employment is the
"main solution" to the problem
of alcoholism and drug addiction.
"If a person is employed there
is no time for him to be an

citizens, our top echelon, our
financial institutions to solve this
problem."
Saavedra said the ACC platform
advocated the continuation of the
Quebrar rehabilitation program
setup in conjunction with the
Mod~! Cities program, and the
"detoxification center" recently
opened in the old St. Joseph's
hospital building,
"The state legislature has taken
part of the iniative in appriating
money to finance a drug abuse
education program in the schools.
The Albuquerque Crime
Commission has also made
recommendations. However I
d i s a gr e e w i t h t h e ir
recommendation that a policeman
be put on every high school
campus," Saavedra said.
"Our high school students are
probably the most honest group
on the city, I don't think we
should be singling them out," he
said.
Negotiations are underway to
make the "area from the outskirts

J-~ ~o~~~~w~e;~~~~~~R~.___}~a~l~co~hfo~li~c,,ro=r~a~d~r;u~g~a~d~d~i~ct~.~w~e:_o~r
~s;a~ta~F~e;~~t~o
gifts that are
must demand more

a little different

every Wed. 5-6 PM

3009 CENTRAL N.E.
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Federal troops working at post offices in New Y ol'lt and regular
postal employes returning to work in many other cities broke the
nation's mail logjam yesterday and gave impetus to Congress' efforts to
settle the postal strike,
The ranking Republican on the House Post Office Committee, Rep.
Robert J. Corbett, Pa., said James Rademacher, head of the striking
Letter Carriers' Union, told him 98 to 100 percent of the nation's
postal workers would return to work today,
Although there were still embargoes on mail in a score of cities in
five states, the week-old illegal walkout of mail carriers and other postal
employes had eased enough to allow lifting the bans on mail acceptance
in New York, Chicago and Detroit,
In New York, only first class and air mail letters and medical supply
parcels were being accepted. There was no delivery service and
businesses were expected to pick up their mail as soon as it was sorted.
Estimates varied on how long it would take to get the 50 million
pieces of mail snarled by the strike to their destinations, but officials
said it would take 10 days to two weeks if the walkout is ended
completely.

American pilots resume attacks

near Belen) a federal air region,
.
.
.
thus putting it Bosque-Farms--under federal
-VIENTIANE-~mer•can pli?ts flymg T28 fighter planes took
pollution statutes,'' said Saavedra.
advantag~ of clearmg we~ther m Laos Tuesday to resume attacks on
City Commissions elections will N?rti: V1etn~~;mese forces m the Long Cheng-Sam Thong area north of
be held April 7. Three positions V1en~•.ane, alhed sources reported.
.
on the commission are open
M1htary sources reported three overmght clashes near Long Cheng,
·
headquarters for Gen. Vang Pao's U.S.-supported clandestine army
which has been trying to stop the Communist offensive. There were no
immediate reports of casualties.
.
The battlefield reports came as it was disclosed here that the
Communist Pathet Lao had asked Premier Prince Souvanna Phouma to
call "an immediate, complete and unconditional'' halt to U.S. bombing
The American Federation of
in Laos to demonstrate his sincerity in seeking peace.
Teachers (AFT) has announced
their opposith!>n to the
appointment of G. Harrold
Carswell to the Supreme Court.
In a statement adopted March
8, the group said they regard
WASHINGTON-President Nixon, declaring that "we are not backing
Carswell's appointment as a
away" on school desegregation, said yesterday that improving the
"threat to the integrity of the
quality of education must take priority over arbitrary attempts to
U.S. Supreme Court and the
achieve racial balance in the nation's schools.
American system of
Firmly rej!!cting forced busing of pupils in North or South, the
jurisprudence." Beside the
President said that "if our schools fail to educate, then whatever they
generally cited reason of
may achieve in integrating the races will turn out to be only a pyrrhic
victory."
Carswell's
"incompetence
for
the
Court;" cited by his opponents in
In a long-awaited, 10,000-word statement issued after months of
the Senate, the AFT bases their
widespread confusion over the administration's -policy, Nixon
opposition on Carswell's attitude
announced he was diverting $1.5 billion in the next two years to help
toward integration and minority
newly desegregated school districts solve their problems and to
groups.
strengthen instruction of children trapped in "racially impacted"
"Since 1962, among 15 cases schools by de facto segregation.
which were first considered by
He directed Vice President Spiro T. Agnew's cabinet committee on
Judge Carswell and were each school desegregation and secretary Robert H. Finch of Health,
reversed unanimously by the
Education and Welfare to make specific proposals. Officials said Nixon
Court of Appeals-all of which
told congressional leaders of both parties at a 90·minute White House
related to either individual
meeting that he hoped legislation would be ready in about three weeks.
standing or the civil rights of
The thrust of Nixon's statement was t.o chart his administration's
Americans, the Carswell decisions
course in dealing with de facto segregation, which exists as a result of
show a consistent antagonism
presidential housing patterns and on which the Supreme Court has
toward equal educational
never ruled.
opportunity." Typical of
Concluding from other court decisions that de facto segregation is
Carswell's attitude, the AFT said
not generally considered unconstitutional, the President embraced the
is his dismissal of a minority
concept of the neighborhood school and rejected compulsory busing of
group's complaints as "idle
pupils as too disruptive and impractical.
gestures regardless of the nature
As an apparent compromise, Nixon suggested bringing black and
of their testimony."
white children together on "neutral territory" during school hours to
The AFT feels Carswell's
s.llare work in reading, technical training, drama or athletics.
.nomination would only serve to
compound the troubles plaguing
present times, they said.

Te a c h-e rs group

opposes Carswell

'Not backing away' says Nixon
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'7' return to courtroom

The GRASSHOPPER has USED
sci fi philosophy psychology fiction poetry drama etc etc etc

CHICAGO-The "Chicago Seven" case will return to the courtroom
of U.S. District Court Judge Julius J. Hoffman late next month.
The April 24 date was set Monday by Chief District Court Judge
Edwin A. Robson for a hearing on a defense petition to overturn the
conviction of five defendants.
Five of the seven were found guilty of crossing state lines to incite
riots during the 1968 Democratic National Convention.

etc etc
120 Yale S.E.
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(Editor's note; The following is
pure fiction.)
By SARAH LAIDLAW
I was thinking about what it
would be like if I had the
unfortunate job of kidnapping
Spiro Agnew.
Before I tell what· I did with
him, a note of explanation about
why I had to kidnap Spiro, I was
supposed to folfow th11 example of
the Tupamaros, Uruguay's Robin
Hoods. In Uruguay, the
Tupamaros kidnap public officials
and hold them for ransom. In the
past, the ransom has been
lowering the public utility rates,
or building day care centers for
the children of Uruguay's
gambling casino workers.
And the funny thing is, that in
Uruguay, utility rates were
lowered, and there are now day
care centers for children. But back
to Spiro ..
Fantasy Kidnap
I have now ( fantasizingly)
kidnapped Spiro Agnew. The vice
president of the United States is a
rather pleasant person, but totally
lacking of a sense of humor. And I
can't get him to bark, sit up and
beg, or shake hands. Maybe I
ought to ask Richard Nixon how
he does it.
I kidnapped Spiro because I

ASU to sponsor
special law school
Thirty minority-group
prospective Jaw students will have
a chance this summer to prove
that they can make it in law
school through participation in a
special institute June 8-July 18 at
the college of law at Arizona State
University (ASU) •.
Under the sponsorship of the
Council on Legal Education
Opportunity (CLEO) and ASU,
the University of Arizona, and
UNM, the institute was designed
by CLEO to help find and aid
disadvantaged minority students
who could succeed in law school,
buf might ordinarily not meet
their rigorous admissions
standards, according to Stephen
E. Lee, professor of law at ASU.
The institute, for whidt
applications must be submitted to
ASU before April 22, wm be a
six·week intensive course in law
&nd legal writing. Law professors
from the sponsoring schools will
conduct the classes in the same
manner as usual law school
classes. Those students who show
they can perform at the high level
required by law schools are to be
graduated and placed in
accredited law schools throughout
the country, Lee said.
Applicants for the institute
must be members of a minority
group and have completed a
bachelor's degree from a college
before June 8, 1970. Applications
can be obtained from the college
of law, ASU, Tempe, Ariz.,
85281, and must be completed
and returned before April 22.
The national Law School
Admissions Test, which each
applicant should take, will be
ad ministered on April 11.
Arrangements to take the test can
be made at the applicant's nearest
college or school of law.
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Even circuses have basic sfandards
want Nixon to abolish the
military-industrial complex in the
United States, or, failing that, to
lower the monthly draft calls to
zero.
I phoned the White House, and
asked to speak to President
·Nixon. Some dumb secretary told
me I couldn't talk to the president
because the vice president had
, disappeared, and Agnew was
supposed to give a speech that
night in Kenosha, Wis.
"But ... !"
"But I have him!''
"You have who? Kenosha?"
"No, I have Spiro Agnew, the
vice president of the United
States, and I want Nixon to
abolish the military-industrial
complex or lower the draft calls."
"I don't think the President
would do that for Mr. Agnew. I
mean, he's expendible. But I'll ask
him; I'm putting you on hold."
Once I got off hold, three hours
later, I asked Nixon if he would
like his vice president back for a
small ransom. But the president
felt Spiro was expendible, and he
didn't want to ransom him. I was
floored.
Sole Ruler?
"Well," said Nixon, "I've
always wanted to be the sole and
lone ruler (Doesn't he mean
President???) of the United
States, and I don't want Spiro
back. He's a nice guy, but he eats
with his hands at state dinners."
The Presipent of the United
States had just turned me down.
Nixon did not want to abolish the
military-industrial complex
("Why, I can't do that, I'm only
the President."), and he said he
couldn't lower the dtaft. call
("There's a war on, you know.").
So, I was stuck with Spiro. I
couldn't imagine why any other
country would want to buy Spiro,
so I tried to give him away. But I
couldn't.
Chinese Say No
I went to the Chinese
communists. But they didn't want
Agnew because he didn't know
how to use chopsticks. "Besides,
he doesn't know anything about
the United States anyway," said
Chairman Mao.
I then went to the Russians.
"Does he know anything about
the intercontinental ballistic
missile system? Or how to
artificially inseminate silk worms?
Or developing new fertilizers? If
not, we don't want him," said
Breznov and Kosygin together.

IT'S HARD WORK
SAN FRANCISCO UPI-Mrs.
Claudiaa Melton
yawns
20
times
day, but
she about
isn't too
worried about it. She used to yawn
three or four times a minute, but
has just completed hospital treatment for the thyroid condition
which her doctor blamed for the
yawning.
Back at her job, Mrs. Melton
says yawning is hard work. "It
really tires me out," she says.

SCOLDS RESCUERS
WALTHAM ABBEY, England
UPI When firemen finally
freed two-year-old Joanne Shearer from her mother's clothes
dryer Monday after two hours,
the youngster scolded her rescuers.
"You're very naughty men," she
said. "You've broken mum's machine."
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unwanted vice president. And I
didn't want to be around when
Ringling Brothers, Barnum and
Bailey Circus found out they
didn't have a trained bear, but the
vice president of the United
States.
I'll bet they can't get rid of
him, either ...
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INVENT A SLOGAN • WIN A PRIZE

tWhatever Your Cause, It's a Lost Cause
Unless We Control Population"
That'$ tho best population slogan we've
been able to c:ome up with. Can you top
It? A citation and an honorarium of $10
are offered for the best slogan turned In
to the advertising manager of this news·
paper ~fore the forthcoming environ·

mental Toach·ln on Earth Day. April 22,
The winning :slogan from this campos
will be eligible to compete for the
national

$500 PRIZE
to be awarded for tho bast slogan pre·
pared by. a student on any of the 215
campusc-s where this ad Is appearing.
Rules: Simply devise a ~ state•

mont of tho Importance und Or[Jency of
checking population growth - to tho
environment, to quality of 11fe, to world
peace, Sand It on or boforo April 22 to
this newspaper, addressed "Population
Contest." Judges an this campus w111 ba
throe members of this paper'!:. staff
.appointed by tho nd manogor. All dcci·
slons final and only their solcctlon will
bo eligible far big national prize, to be
Judged by Paul Ehrlich, David Brower,
and Hugh Moore.
Write vour slogan today, One entry
p!:!r student. For frea literature on populadon O)(plosion, wrho Hugh Moore
Fund~ 60 E. 42nd St., New Vork 10017,
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but he just looked lilr'e a well-fed
bear.
Then I called Ringling Brothers,
Barnum an<:I Bailey Circus, and
told them I had a trained bear
(even though Spiro wasn't really
trained as a bear), and would they
like a free bear? Thank God. The
circus needed another bear. But
they didn't come· to get him (I
was very explicit about directions,
and I waited three days, but the
circus never came), so I had to
pay $268 to fly him to Florida so
he could join the circus.
Then I ran. I didn't want to
once again be saddled with an

I asked Spiro if he knew any of
those things, and since he didn't, I
couldn't give him to the Russians.
I even offered him to the
Women's Liberation Front,
thinking he would make a nice
effigy, But they didn't want him
because he didn't cut a nice
enough masculine figure,
Teo Big to Flush
I was getting panicky. I
couldn't give away Spiro Agnew,
the vice president of the United
States. What was I going to do
with him? I telephoned his wife,
but she didn't want him. I called
the White House and offered to
give back Spiro, but Nixon hadn't
changed his mind. What was I
going to do with him? Spiro is
definitely too big to flush down
thy· toilet like dope, and since he
eats a fantastic amount of Greek
food, his upkeep was costly.
So I struck upon an idea. I
crept out of our hiding place, and
bought a bear suit for $29.99.
Then I crept back to the hiding
place and forced Spiro to put on
the bear suit. It was a little small,
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Travelstead circulates document

Rights draft alarms GSA
A document selectively
circulated by Vice President for
A cad ernie Affairs Chester
Travelstead, entitled "Rights and
Responsibilities of Graduate
Student and Teaching Assistants,"
has alarmed members of the
Graduate Student Association
(GSA).
However, Travelstead said the
document, which is only part of a
larger document on rights and
responsibilities of the entire
University community, is an

unfinished draft circulated among
members of the Right:; and
Responsibilities Committee to
'~
get some feedback from graduatestudents" before the document.
goes . before the committee for
discussion.
The document was attacked by
GSA President Bill Pickens and
David Till, teaching assistant and
president of the English Graduate
Association, for its "loose
wording and ambiguity."
Travelstead said the document
is "not official," and asserted it
will be "changed considerably"
before a final draft is adopted.
Pickens objected to the
document's definition of teaching
assistant experience as an
"apprenticeship." The word
apprenticeship, he said, "makes a
-
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4201 Central N.·E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Occult & Metaphylical

RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT

f

READ 3 to 10 TIMES FASTER
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS
lYCEUM lEARNING CENTER 207 Dartmouth NE

......

community value judgment going
back to the medieval guild. Many
of the so·called 'apprentices' have
had more experience than some
full·time faculty members,"
Pickens said his main objection
centered around the procedures
with which a teaching assistant or
graduate assistant may be
dismissed, "There is no concrete
statement for dismissal," in the
document said Pickens. "We want
review from the students, from
the bottom as well as from the
top."
Till asserted the language of the
document was so vague it implied
"failing of a congenital nature "
and gives no concrete procedu~e
for who will do the dismissing.
"In the event an assistant is
unable to correct deficiencies in
his work .. ,, he shall be provided
with a statement of reasons for his
dismissal," the document said.
Since the document is
unfinished and has not been acted
upon by the Rights and
Re:oponsibilities Committee, said
Travelstead, there is no point in
making any comment either in
defense or condemnation of it.
Pic kens prop osc-d
student-faculty ad hoc committee
be set up to deal with the
resolution. He urged Travelstead
to delay formal action until GSA
ahd other teaching assistant and
graduate assistant groups could

AND TBE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

ceA REMARKABLE MUSICAL HIT."
-LIFE MAG.

DAVID MERRICK
Preseru

PBIL MIMI
fORD '" BINES
&ll DO! I DOl~
TOM JONES
HARVEY SCHMIDT

Bookandlyricsby
Musieby

Production by
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Host Lobos head field
in -WAC championships
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Kremmel (L)
Armandariz
Sims
Hodnick (W)
Simmons
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College of Education students
who made paper mache dummieG

The University of New Mexico
a solid favorite to recapture
title this
H',.;..:~ ~" and Saturday in

Co·mmission candidates
debate_ air pollution
JeaderslastThursday.
Harry Kinney, C.B. McCauley,
and Mary Walters answered
questionsandgavctheiropinions
on the present uu1.1u"'un
~off~s~tu~d~e~n~t~en~vt~ro~n~m~en~t~a~l
;Jl~r.~o~u;p
__in__effect in the I~tlqllte!1W~~.ll1:~.~"~-·---·-··------~
1
Kinney, a member of
City
Commission who is running for
re-election said, "The major
LA PLANTE GALLERY
sources of visible pollution have
3009 CENTRAL N.E.
been corrected. Albuquerque has
Quaint/
one of the best city air pollution
programs in the country."
D. B. McCauley, an
independent candidate, said the
pollution problem is just a matter
of money and "the methods to
clean up the atmosphere are
available. It just depends on how
much you're going to pay to get
what you want." McCauley spoke
on the possible sound pollution
that might be created by the
planned west mesa airport. He
said, "excess sound from the
airport must be considered and
prevented before it happens."
Mrs. Walters, a Metro Party
candidate, discussed the auto
pollution problem and suggested
an improved city transit system
eliminating the need for larg~
numbers of cars to be on the road
at
the rush hours.
Welcome lobos
of the candidates agreed
All
For All Your Car
dusty roads and automobiles are
Care Needs
the greatest contributors to
pollution in. Albuquerque, and
Visit
"virtually all of the dirty
JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
industries have taken steps to
SERVICE
control their pollution."

Head .coach Rusty Mitchell's
crew is unbeaten in conference
competition and shows higher
scores than any other team they
have competed against this season.

Candidates for City
Commission presented their ideas
and suggestions for maintaining a
low pollution rate for
Albuquerque at. a small gathering

Colorado State's Rams,
defending WAC champs, appear to
have their hands full with four
other confere~ce teams, including
Brigham Young and Utah as well

.

as the two Arizona teams, Arizona
and Arizona State.
Arizona captured the title three
years ago, while Mitchell and the
Lobos took it a year later. This
year there is an amazing quantity
of balance in both the individual
and team events.
Lobo Stormy Eaton is one of
two former conference champs to
return to the meet from last
season. Eaton and CSU's Tom
Proulx tied for first place in floor
exercise last year with identical
9.42 scores. Eaton won the title in
1968.
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The Colorado State Rams
broke UNM's nine game winning
streak with a 5-4 victory over the
Wolfpack at the UNM diamond
yesterday afternoon.
u. Lef.~.,:!_im Kre~mel absorbe~ ~
the loss to drop Ins ·rec<11tl-t0' ll .,....
while second baseman Kenny
Johnson failed to keep his eleven.
game hitting streak alive and did
not reach a base on a hit,
Kremmel was blasted for four
runs in the fourth inning and was
relieved in the sixth after striking
out ten Rams.
The Wolfpack meets CSU again
today and once more tomorrow
with both games slated to begin at
3. They will then take on South
Dakota State Friday in a 1:30
battle.
~·· ~--·-
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HI PERFORMANCE PARTS CENTER
distributors of the most
comf;lete line of fJerformance
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RESERVED SEATS $6.00, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50

V2 PRICE
Tonight and Wednesday Night-S: 15
Telephone 277-3121

Wayne Larson-Brigham Young
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Ralph Weise-Arizona State

.II I ·ii I

50! Yale S.E.

(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

COUNTRY BARN

''

STUDENTS W /ACT. CARDS, FAC & STAFF

Bob Manna-New Mexico

0

-·

Based on "The Fourposter" by Jan de Hartog

I

Laub c
Wicks cf
.Bar!)hill 1 b. · - · · •·
Rutb 1b
Garcia 3b
Kremmel p
Minarsich ph
Armandariz p
Surber ph
,Sims P
Totals
COLORADO STATE
Kitamura ss
Uchida :rf
Hensen 3b
Bugge c
Southwick If
VU!ano lb
Thorne cf
Lange 2b
Hodnick p
Simmons p
Totals
Cola:rado State
New Mexico
Pitching Summary:

Doug Boyer-Arizona

h
bi
O 1

3

! i i g

Reyes ss

F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P~h~on~o~2~6~5-~6~76~l~~~~~~m~e~e~t,========~;!;;,----=::---:_~==--~~-~as

liall

ab r

NEW MEXICO
Johnson2b
Daniels 1f
Faford ;rf

around the education complex w
art projects, have placed thern
OVel'S6er5, ~

Popejoy
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Thursday
Chicken Dinner

59¢
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your ()rder Ready-Call 242-73.«»
20 Central SE Across From Campus

Bowl of Chili ........ 29¢
Tamales ............ 29¢
Enchiladas
meat or cheese .... 24¢
3for38¢

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Chiliburgers
Burros red or green

with bean ......... 24¢
with meat .. ~ ...... 48¢
combination ...... 48¢

Combination Pate
87¢
Open Mon.-Fri.

11-11
Sat. 11-9:30
Sun. 11-10
1830 Lomas Blvd. NE
·~-

....... __ _

